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y the end of September 2011, some
45,955 wild horses and burros will be
incarcerated in government holding facilities, warehoused at incredible taxpayer expense. They will have lost forever what they
hold most dear. . .their freedom and their
families, and Americans will have lost any
future opportunity to enjoy them on our
wild public lands.

on our public lands.

Over the next two years our US government intends to roundup 28,000 more wild
horses and burros, returning only a small
number back to their legally designated
homes on the range. The cost of holding
these 28,000 captives will total $223
million over the course of their lives. This
does not include the sizable expenditure of
rounding them up, an additional $100 mil-

lion or more. Wild horses cost close to nothing living on the range, yet few wild horses
still occupy their ranges, originally designated in the 1971 Wild Horse and Burro Act.
It is not an exaggeration to say that the responsible agency, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), is managing America’s
wild horses and burros to extinction.

Torn off of their home ranges, wild horses become dependent on humans for food and care. Without the natural variety of plants and forage available
to them in the wild, horses require dental care as eating hay, pellets and grains wear down their molars at a faster rate than the incisors, designed for
tearing off silica-rich grasses. This unnatural diet upsets the balance in the mouth.
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Wild horses over 10 years of age, and “three strikes horses” (not adopted
after three offerings) are branded with long-term hip brands designed,
but not always successful, to prevent them from going to slaughter.

Used to living in the mountains and deserts of the West, wild horse
families are torn apart, the stallions gelded and separated, all to live out
their lives on the ﬂat plains, devoid of cover and the support of family.

The total wild population after 2012 will not exceed 6,000 total
animals across ten western states. At least 25,300, and likely many
more, wild horses and burros roamed free on Western public rangelands when a unanimous Congress passed the 1971 Wild Horses
and Burros Act and found them to be “fast disappearing from the
American scene”. We are now approaching “disappeared”, if substantial changes are not made immediately to the BLM’s failed wild
horse and burro program. Adoptions average around 3,000 horses
and burros annually while the BLM continues to round up four
times that many in a given year.

tors and Congressional representatives to stop the spending of millions of tax dollars to illegally remove non-excess wild horses and
burros from our public lands in the West. You can reach the DC
switchboard at 202-224-3121.

A few stats clearly spell out the situation:
• Of the original 339 herds identiﬁed in 1971, only 180 remain, the
rest “zeroed out” by the U.S. government.
• 66% of the remaining herds are below even the bare minimum
levels set for genetic viability.
• Statistical modeling by Dr. Caroline Betts shows a forecasted date
of “rapid extinction” to be only “11 years” away.
No herd is immune from BLM mismanagement as the agency
moves forward despite coast-to-coast protests by the public. Even
the most famous of the wild horses, Cloud and his progeny, have
been threatened with further removals—at taxpayer expense. It is
time for Americans to turn up the heat on the BLM if we
are to save our wild horses and burros on public lands.
Step one is to demand a moratorium or “time out” on roundups
and ground the BLM’s contracted helicopters. This is perhaps best
achieved through Congress’ appropriations process. Ask your Sena-

Once wild and free, thousands of America’s wild horses are held captive,
making them dependent on the BLM. The Cloud Foundation is calling for
the return of these horses to public rangelands.
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Step two is to reverse the course of the BLM’s Wild Horse and Burro Program. Currently, the agency operates under the direction of
Interior Secretary, Ken Salazar, who told a long-time wild horse advocate, “wild horses don’t belong on public lands.” Salazar is clearly
not the right person to put the BLM Wild Horse and Burro Program
on a path toward preservation of the last of our wild herds.
Absent an Interior Secretary focused on preservation rather than
eradication, it is time to seriously consider the creation of an entirely new agency, one that sincerely believes in wild horse and burro
preservation. The BLM has its roots in mustang extermination and
has not transitioned to protection in the nearly 40 years since it was
charged with oversight of wild horse and burro herds in the West.
Wild horses in the wild are a fantastic ecotourism opportunity for
small western communities rocked by hard economic times. However, the BLM fails to recognize these opportunities. Rather, they
degrade herds, leaving one horse per 2,000, 3,000 or even 23,000
acres. Add to this the indiscriminate application of experimental,
problematic infertility drugs coupled with sex ratios that are skewed
to favor far more stallions than mares. The result is social chaos and
the creation of dysfunctional wild horse herds.
Step three is to identify appropriate lands and return the nearly

Looking West, wild horses wait with the hope of returning to their homes
and their families.
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40,000 captive wild horses and burros out onto the public rangelands, repopulating zeroed out herd areas and saving at least $40
million/year in annual holding costs for these mustangs and burros.

gelding he will never ﬁll the place he may once have held as a band
stallion to his family of mares.

Only one pasture we toured had a small ravine that the horses could
Step four is to go out and enjoy our public lands and our wild use for shelter. There were no trees. It was wide-open spaces as far
herds, working with a new bureau that is a proas the eye could see. My heart will hurt for them
tector rather than the enemy of wild horses and
this winter when the freezing rain and blizzards
Currently,
burros.
sweep across the plains with wind chills of 30
and 40 degrees below.
the agency

operates under

Visiting the Long Term Holding Pastures
I asked Pat Williams, who oversees the whole
the direction
of America’s Wild Horses
operation, about buying these horses. He was
of Interior
Impressions by Ellen McCoy, advocate and guest
evasive, saying they couldn’t just single out one
Secretary, Ken
writer for Natural Horse who attended the ﬁrst
horse. I asked about someone buying a truck and
BLM’s “Media Tour” of some of the long-term
taking them to slaughter. He said it wasn’t feasiSalazar, who told
holding pastures in Oklahoma in November
ble. When I asked the BLM tour guide about the
a long-time wild
2010. The “Media Tour” was the BLM’s response
horses selling for $25.00 a head, she replied that
horse advocate,
to years of demands to allow the public to view
it is “negotiable.” I wondered how “negotiable”
“wild horses
the now well over 30,000 wild horses held in
$25 dollars could be? She said if anyone wanted
long-term holding — primarily in pastures in
to take a group of horses it would be ﬁne.
don’t belong on
Oklahoma and Kansas. The public continues to
public lands.”
ask for a credible and transparent tracking sysSome of the brands were clear, other horses
tem for all wild horses captured. Currently, an
didn’t appear to be branded at all, while still
indeterminate number of mustangs are slaughsome were just difﬁcult to see. How can the
tered each year as protections afforded the horses by Congress in BLM keep track of these wild horses with variable brands?
1971 were stolen by the “Burns Amendment” allowing for the direct sale of mustangs over 10 years of age and those offered - un- All of this has a disturbing, familiar ring to it. First there is a roundsuccessfully - for adoption three times. Ellen visited the long-term up—of horses rather than people. Instead of train cars—trucks.
holding pastures with photographer Betsy Brown and reported Families are separated. Instead of tattoos—brands. Instead of
the following:
gas chambers—slaughterhouses. Instead of concentration camps—
short and long-term holding.
The ﬁrst thing that struck me was just how remote the access to
the horses is. Following BLM vehicles, we drove 45 minutes or
more from Pawhuska on gravel roads. The contractor for the hold- About the authors:
ing pasture met us at the property gate and we followed him for a Ellen McCoy is a new wild horse advocate keeping an eye on the mustangs
long ways over rough terrain and through several more gates before in long-term holding in her home state of Kansas and Oklahoma.
reaching the mustangs. The ﬁrst group of horses we saw was the
The Cloud Foundation is a non-proﬁt based in Colorado Springs working
most accessible: a group of mares in a pasture. One was a perfectly to protect and preserve wild horses and burros on our public lands with a
marked Appaloosa with a dark body and bold white spots on her focus on the last herd left in Montana: Cloud’s Pryor Mountain herd.
rear. She was the old type of Appaloosa with a Roman nose and www.thecloudfoundation.org
sparse mane and tail. I wonder if she came from the northwest and
what story she carries in her genetics. The contractor and the BLM Betsy Brown is a long-time photographer and resident of Oklahoma. Betsy
guides took us quickly through them but I observed the Appy mare works to rescue and re-home dogs through her volunteer work and is a
closely from the left side and now realize I didn’t see a brand on her long-time rider and horse owner.
neck or rump. Brands are to help protect the wild horses from going
to slaughter but she seemed to have no identiﬁcation mark.
We drove a long way back through the ﬁeld to the next group of
horses in a separate pasture, this time geldings. We noticed a fair
amount of rocks on the ground, which are good for naturally wearing down the mustang’s hooves. This area of north central Oklahoma is virgin tall grass prairie worthy of preservation, just as
our mustang herds in the west are worthy of preservation on their
ranges. All the ponds and creeks in the pastures were clean with no
evidence of fouling by the horses.
In the last bunch of geldings in the pasture there was a beautiful
dun whom I couldn’t take my eyes off of. He kept looking at me,
right into my soul. I thought what a magniﬁcent stallion he must
have been out on the range. Perhaps he hadn’t been gelded too
long before because he still had that look about him. He was really
plump—more so than the others who were also in good shape. Fear
grips my heart as I realize I didn’t look for a brand on him. I pray
that he might get to go back to the wild some day, even though as a
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Reduced to eating pellets, once free roaming wild horses wait out their
lives in captivity. They have not lost their wild status, but have lost their
freedom and their families.
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